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Get your Next Generation 

Engineering Certificate 


+

unlock 


the applied science program

Hands-on STEAM
Learn physical science and hands 

on making, circuit design, DIY tools 
and materials, and more to learn 
how science inventions are built. 

Coding & Robotics
Learn computational thinking, 

math applications, mechanical and 
electrical concepts to solve 
logic puzzles and complete 

robotic challenges.

Welcome to Atomic!  


At Atomic, all kids get started by completing their Next 

Generation Engineering Certificate. This program covers the 

fundamentals of science and technology                                    

- coding, robotics, and hands-on STEAM.  

2 Fundamental Courses



Hands – on STEAM 
This curriculum is great for kids who enjoy making things with 

their hands and tinkering with materials to build amazing 

creations. Your child will learn how to use maker tools, and 

their creativity to complete fun science projects and 

experiments. 


We will focus on light and colors in this camp. We see light 

and colors every day, but how do we see colors? How is a 

rainbow made? What happens when there is no light? We will 

explore and investigate through experiments, storytelling, and 

project making. These activities will really challenge your child 

to learn foundational STEAM skills and develop their fine motor 

skills.  
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Some of the things we will make: 

Sundial LED firefly Spotlight

Binoculars Kaleidoscope Suncatcher 

Flipbook Chromatography butterfly 

Vibrating Ladybug 

... and more! 

Some of the things we will learn:

How to mix primary colors to get secondary and tertiary colors 

Transparent, translucent and opaque materials 

What is chromatography and what we can use it for 

What is electricity and what are the basic components 

to complete a circuit 

Reflection: learn what happens when light is shining on an object. 

How a rainbow is formed 

... and more! 



Coding & Robotics 
We will look into the technology behind a lot of the most 

important advances in our modern world: coding and robotics. 

This coding and robotics program breaks down these fields 

into their most basic components in this introductory course! 


The coding curriculum is designed to improve your child’s 

ability to sequence steps, recognize patterns, and appreciate 

the fundamentals of computational thinking and logic training. 

We will use a combination of online and offline coding activities 

to teach these coding skills to get them ready for the future.   


For robotics, students will configure and program their own 

robots. We will be following step-by-step challenges that 

introduce students to gears, wheels, axles, levers, and shapes 

to build mechanical structures.  


From hardware to software, your child will quickly learn how 

coding skills are used in robotics and how to incorporate these 

skills in their own machines and designs. Our robotic sets 

integrate with micro:bit microcontrollers and electronic sensors 

to really build the world of coding and robotics together.  
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Some of the things we will learn:

Some of the things we will make: 

Motorcycle Line-following cars The Bigfoot monster 

Simple machines 

Loops and debugging 

Functions and conditional statements 

Pattern and shape recognition

Robot arm Rotary chairs Basketball counter

Sequences and algorithms 

... and more! 

... and more! 



STEAM Certificate

Obtain your 

Next Generation Engineer Certificate 


+

 the 3 Applied Science Coursesunlock



Unlock

3 Applied Science Courses

Get your next generation science 
certificate

Inquire with our admissions team if you'd 
like to learn more about these courses.

Mars Survival Guide
Learn space science and 
technology, robotics 

applications, orbital mechanics, 
and more to survive on mars!

Ocean Task Force 
Learn ocean science and 

technology, sea creature biology, 
deep-sea engineering, and 

submarine mechanics to help save 
the oceans! 

Rainforest Rangers 
Learn ecology science and 
technology, biodiversity, 

sustainable energy mechanics, and 
more to help protect our 

rainforests! 
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Pricing Options 
1 week is 5 days of camp, 5 hours of class a day.

Pick up and drop off time:

Parents can drop off students anytime from 8:30-9:15. 
Official pick up time is 16:00. 



Lunch: 12:00 - 1:00pm 

Students should bring their own lunch, or can have it 
dropped off at the school.

 

14,500nTD

29,000nTD

39,000nTD

 1 week

 2 weeks

 3 weeks

Hands-on STEAM

Coding & Robotics

NGEC

 (  Hand-on STEAM 


+ Coding & Robotics  )

NTD 13,000 + 1,500 equipment & 
materials fee

26,000 + 3,000 equipment & 
materials fee

no material fee, save 4,500

+ certificate award

BEST

PRICE



info@skyrockprojects.com

Contact us to 
reserve your spot!

reach us on messenger

@skyrockprojects

contact us on line

@skyrockprojects

Tony, Co Founder


Simon, Co Founder


Jamie, Curriculum Developer

Engineering and applied science are the 

things we believe bring the theoretical to 

life and help kids imagine a future that’s 

radically improved through technological 

innovation.
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